
Why to Create Personalitiesfor Synthetic ActorsPaolo Petta, Robert TrapplAustrian Research Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence�,Vienna, andDepartment of Medical Cybernetics and Arti�cial Intelligence,University of Viennafpaolo, robertg@ai.univie.ac.at1 IntroductionThe last decade has seen not only the impressive developments from the �rstbrief appearance of a computer-generated character in a feature �lm1, overthe �rst digital performer in a movie2, all the way to the �rst fully computer-generated theatrical motion picture3; synthetic actors have also conquered de-manding real-time domains from the (co-)moderation of live television shows tothe evaluation of complex real-world scenarios modeled in detail in advancedsimulators.Over this timespan the rendering of the external appearance has progressedfrom the basic geometrical and physical modeling and animation over the inclu-sion of dependencies on the simulated environment to event- and object-basedbehaviours. As synthetic actors were placed in simulated worlds of growingcomplexity, an obvious requirement that came about was to make them per-form in these worlds: for convincing realistic behaviour they ought to performas if they were gathering information as it became available to them and theyshould interact with objects | e.g., tracking, avoiding, manipulating,: : :them| in plausible ways. It soon became evident that the �rst approach of settingout from an omniscient position where all the data of the simulated world wasmade available to programs driving the actors was very ine�cient in a number�The Austrian Research Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence is supported by the AustrianFederal Ministry of Science, Transport, and the Arts.1Young Sherlock Holmes, directed by Barry Levinson, visual e�ects by Industrial Light &Magic.2Casper, directed by Brad Silberling, visual e�ects by Industrial Light & Magic.3Toy Story, directed by John Lasseter, visual e�ects by Pixar.1



of respects. For instance, those pieces of information that could actually beaccessed given the actor's current state in the world had to be laboriously iden-ti�ed and progressively singled out. Similarly, all sequences of actions makingup basic behaviours of an agent had to be explicitly prescribed: take as an ex-ample an object \catching the eye" of the actor which would then turn aroundto inspect it more closely. Instead, taking the step forward and equipping actorswith virtual sensors, turning their bodies into virtual e�ectors, and using thesedevices to guide the execution of behaviours proved to be a superior alternative,with the additional bene�t of introducing a well de�ned interface between theactor and its environment, allowing to deploy actors in di�erent worlds4.However, all of these external aspects still cover only part of what makesup an actor: as entities that \act a part or take part in an a�air", syntheticactors also have to be endowed with internal capabilities, both a�ective andcognitive|i.e., in concordance with the following de�nition by Osherson[10]Cognitive Science is the study of human intelligence in all of itsforms, from perception and action to language and reasoning. Theexercise of intelligence is called cognition. Under the rubric of cogni-tion fall such diverse human activities as recognizing a friend's voiceover the telephone, reading a novel, jumping from stone to stonein a creek, explaining an idea to classmates, remembering the wayhome from work, and choosing a profession. Cognitive processesare essential to each of these activities; indeed, they are essential toeverything we do. [p.ix]From the point of view of the di�erent applications, the actual require-ments calling for these internal faculties can vary widely: feature �lm animatorsmight just want to be able to instruct their puppets using high level commands(e.g., \walk leisurely across the room") or be assisted in the more delicate andephemeral task of ensuring consistent patterns of behaviour of a virtual actorover a longer time span; in other settings, achieving e.g. various degrees ofagent autonomy can play an essential role in providing e�ective assistance tousers or in achieving credible and interesting performance in virtual environ-ments. Especially in this latter context, the inevitable limitations in terms ofincompleteness of information about the world that can be perceived by the ac-tor via its virtual sensors as well as restrictions in terms of available resources5become of particular relevance. Di�erent approaches have been taken to tacklethis problem. Some favour runtime performance and acceptance by a broadpublic even though adhering to scienti�cally disproved preconceptions of folkpsychology | as in the Oz project directed by Joseph Bates at Carnegie Mellon4A related e�ort which gained a certain publicity was the work carried out by an under-graduate student at the MIT Media Lab who interfaced their ALIVE system to the gameworld of DOOM. See [12, 3] for a more detailed discussion of these topics.5Computational resources and timing constraints, especially for characters \thrown" intoworlds where they have to act in real time. 2



University. Others place the emphasis on the soundness of the implementationof a cognitive theory resting on plausible �rst principles, as illustrated in thechapters by Dave Mo�at and Aaron Sloman in this volume. Also, it must notbe overlooked that as the exterior architecture of agents and their environmentsbecome more complex and structured, control of these worlds necessarily alsobecomes of a more indirect, higher-level nature, and consequently has to relyon the availability of interior mechanisms of corresponding functionality.All of these circumstances thus give rise to concerns regarding the char-acteristics of the high-level behaviour of the synthetic actors, both in termsof reliability and predictability|ensuring that the performance remains withinanticipated or prescribable limits|and interestingness|the manifestation ofindividual distinguishing marks due to which the actors become recognizableindividuals: in other words, the design of tailored personalities. The papersincluded in the present collection span the range from theoretical to appliedand application-speci�c aspects, laying a foundation for the creation of multi-farious and more believable synthetic actors. From its very beginning the eventat which these works were presented was characterized by an informal atmo-sphere which engendered animated exchanges of opinions. The results of thesediscussions are reected in the contents of the revised versions of the workshoppapers. In the following we will briey summarize some key points presented inthe single contributions, deferring a principled discussion of the subject domainto the �nal chapter of this volume.2 Contents2.1 Virtual HumansAn essential point of emphasis of the research supervised by Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and Daniel Thalmann at the MIRALab in Geneva and the EPFL inLausanne is the pursuit of the highest qualitative standards (i.e., photorealism)of the appearance of their creations: achievement of exible real-time behaviouris subordinated to this primary goal. Consequently, special consideration isgiven e.g. to the simulation of di�erent surfaces, such as clothes made of di�er-ent fabrics and materials, or human hair and skin [7]. Similarly, single coursesof actions|such as the grasping of objects or the facial expressions|are mod-eled in accurate detail [12]. These latter procedures also rely on the last focusof research to be mentioned here, namely the synthetic sensing of the environ-ment. In particular this includes the virtual vision, tactile, and audition, whichcontribute decisively to a \natural" behaviour of the virtual actors. Most ofthis research is strongly application-oriented, with telecooperation|followingthe maxim that the realistic representation of Avatars6 has a crucial impact6This commonly adopted designation for �gures representing human users in cyberspacewas �rst introduced in the Habitat System [9].3



of the acceptance of the system|and the entertainment industries (e.g., theco-moderation of prime time shows) as important application areas.The research e�orts presented by Bonnie Webber and Norman Badler [1]also direct their attention on realism: the work centered on Jack R focuses onergonomic (e.g., of complex controls systems such as a helicopter cockpit) andlogistic (e.g., in military domains) evaluations of scenarios. Jack comprises awhole family of variations on a basic theme, the biomechanical simulation ofa human body in real time. The overall design of Jack follows the three-level-architecture which was popularized in robotic research: on the lowest level asense-control-act loop provides the interface to the environment and ensuresrobust \reactive" behaviour, making Jack capable of e.g., \stumbling" overobstacles7. At the highest level, the behaviour of all instances of Jack in onerunning simulation are controlled by parallel transition networks, in which allpossible courses of action for a given scene are de�ned in an abstract manner(roughly comparable to Roger Schank's scripts): to solve occurring partial prob-lems, specialized problem solving methods can be activated as required (e.g.,heuristics and planning procedures to chose a hiding place in the context of agame of hide-and-seek).At New York University's Media Research Lab (NYU MRL) an alternativeapproach is taken for a similar subject [4]. In the framework of a proceduralanimation technique, single movements of human �gures are de�ned along withparameter settings for all possible transitions between these actions. As eval-uation criterion for this latter step the assessment of the \naturalness" of theresulting impression as given by human experts was drawn up. This exact mod-eling is subsequently softened by the superposition of stochastic noise functions,so that each repetition of a single movement is performed with slight variations;but also when at a standstill, the joints of the �gures thereby feature a slight\unrest", which contributes to the realistic appearance.Given that in this way the single movements can be recalled in an e�cientmanner, it is possible to control the whole animation at a higher level in realtime. This functionality is provided by behavioural scripts, which de�ne the\vocabulary" of each object (actors as well as any other entities comprised inthe scene). Instead of equipping each actor e.g. with comprehensive knowledgeabout all possible actions, the respective relevant information is thereby storedin a distributed fashion (a tea cup \knows", that it can be sipped from, a vehi-cle knows that it can be mounted and driven, etc.). Among the opportunitiesarising from this approach, it is also easily possible to achieve the e�ect of astepwise acquisition of skills in mastering recurrent tasks by instantiating and7As an interesting side note, the use of reinforcement learning algorithms was found to beof indispensable help in the adjustment of the numerous parameters of this complex numericalsystem. 4



updating variables stored with the given actor. The considered application sce-narios for this technology include the interactive design of virtual choreographiesand virtual social environments akin to graphical Internet MUD (Multi-User Di-mensions) and their more recent commercial variants.2.2 Virtual EthologyBruce Blumberg and Tinsley Galyean [3] present further developments of theHamsterdam architecture which is being applied in the context of the ALIVE(Arti�cial Life Interactive Video Environment) project at the MIT Media Lab.ALIVE implements the metaphor of a \magic mirror" which allows users toimmerse in a virtual environment without requiring them to wear any specialequipment: this mirror is realized as a wide-area screen on which the image ofthe user as acquired by video cameras is displayed after being composited witha computer generated environment. User can manipulate object of the arti�cialworld by means of gestures and similarly interact with its synthetic actors, vir-tual animals. The Hamsterdam architecture underlying these creatures buildsupon Pattie Maes' \action selection" algorithm and particularly also takes intoaccount �ndings from ethology, thereby achieving interesting, believable, andtimely behaviour. Hamsterdam obeys a strict separation of drawn appearance(geometry layer), the repertoire of possible movements motor skills), and a be-haviour system which is responsible for the possible behaviours. The behavioursystem consists of a loose hierarchy of single behaviours, which are each respon-sible for the pursuit of a speci�c goal. Within groups of mutually inhibitingbehaviours the avalanche e�ect describe by Marvin Minsky in Mentopolis isused to select a particular member and to achieve an adequate degree of persis-tence at the same time. The strength of the inhibitory signals is inuenced bylocal variables particular to the single behaviours (\goals and motivations") aswell as by input provided by a releasing mechanism. This releasing mechanismacts as a �lter that identi�es relevant objects and events out of the stream ofdata supplied by the system of virtual sensors. Actors implemented using theHamsterdam architecture can be inuenced at di�erent levels of control, rang-ing from vague motivations (by setting single state variables of behaviours) toexplicit instructions (imparted to the motor skill layer). More complex direc-tions can be imparted via a combined activation of behaviour groups and themanipulation of the releasing mechanism and virtual sensors.2.3 Virtual DramaDavid Blair and Tom Meyer [2] take on the the topic under investigation fromthe perspective of a \guided experiencing" of a narrative. The developmentswhich set out from David Blair's feature �lm \Wax or the discovery of televi-sion among the bees" �rst led to the working up of the material as a hypermediasystem containing a number of automated narrating systems. This system was5



eventually published on the World-Wide Web as \WAXweb" which was alsoone of the �rst applications drawing extensively on the capabilities o�ered bythe �rst release of VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language). WAXweb wassuccessively integrated with a interactive environment, the HyperHotel text-based virtual environment based on the MOO technology developed at XeroxPARC. In the subsequent projects, \Jews in Space" and \Grammatron" ad-ditional steps are being taken|among other by means of the inclusion of ac-tive VRML elements|towards the realization of an implicit way of narratingthat can be experienced individually: on the occasion the development of semi-intelligent tools for the design and rearrangement of the deconstructed narrativespace forms an important part of the projects as well as the realization of im-plemented operationalisations of existing theories of drama.The Virtual Theater project at the Knowledge Systems Lab of StanfordUniversity aims at providing a multimedia environment in which users can in-teract with intelligent agents that function as synthetic actors. By virtue ofthis additional level of indirection, the agents are not required to have speci�cpersonality, they only have to be \in character", i.e., display behaviours thatstand in agreement with the personalities they are expected to take on in givencontexts [5]. Consequently, their work is much more strongly inuenced bydrama theory, and more precisely by theories of improvisation than by psycho-logical theories. Personalities are modeled only super�cially using a small of setof traits that is much more restricted than the one used in the work presentedby Brian Loyall, described below. The focus on artistic models of character isreected in the importance of an e�ective visualization|both CMU's Edge ofIntention and the procedural animation techniques developed at NYU's MRLhave been used|and the reliance on a corpus of performing heuristic rules (e.g.,how to e�ectively convey status transactions that are assumed to govern humanrelationships). This contribution thereby highlights the fact that at least inthis particular setting the goal of achieving the impression of a believable per-formance delivered by synthetic actors embodying distinct personalities can bemet with the inclusion of a minimum of \cognitive machinery".Brian Loyall [6] reports on recent extensions of the well-known \Edge ofIntention" scenario developed under the supervision of Joseph Bates at CMU.The possibilities to interact with the Woggles populating this virtual world hadlong been limited to \body language", i.e. movement and changing of size ofthe user's Woggle-avatar, which were then interpreted by the other Woggles asfriendly or threatening gesture, invitation or readiness to participate in play,etc. Now this repertoire is complemented with the possibility of entering textsor fragments of speech. Woggles in the vicinity of the avatar may react imme-diately, without necessarily waiting for the completion of the typed input. Thisengenders the possibility of misinterpretation of the partial information, leadingto reactions which have to be corrected later on. For example, an \irritated"6



Woggle being addressed may take this action to be a hostile act; an interpre-tation which may be revised when the content of the message is seen to be afriendly one. In this way, this new means of interacting o�ers the opportunityto make the emotive inner life of the Woggles|a slightly extended version ofthe personality theory by Ortony, Clore, and Collins|even better visible to thehuman user of the system.2.4 Virtual CognitionFinally, the contributions by Dave Mo�at [8] and Aaron Sloman [11] round o�the broad investigation of the topic by providing a psychological-cognitive per-spective. Both authors share the view that the traditional methods of psychol-ogy fail to provide an adequate framework supporting actual implementationsof working \deep" cognitive models.After reviewing a some of the more important lines of research in the area ofpersonality, Mo�at takes the important step of explicitly detaching the conceptof personality from the anthropomorphic context assumed in traditional person-ality theories. He then illustrates how his model roots in Nico Frijda's theoryof emotion: this particular theory was chosen as it was seen to be nearer toimplementability than most other theories in the �eld, and furthermore to pro-vide the most comprehensive coverage of the problem domain. Mo�at's model,Will, is already a successor to a �rst partial implementation of Frijda's theoryof emotion. A prominent design goal was to keep the model as simple as possi-ble, using o�-the-shelf AI technology: \Rather than make a big, sophisticatedarchitecture that models everything, the idea is to include as few design featuresas possible because they correspond to theoretical assumptions, and like manyothers, I prefer theories : : : to be simple, economical, and parsimonious".Aaron Sloman, on the other hand, takes on a much more radical stance,virtually dismissing all of the hitherto conducted psychological research which,among other things, he accuses to be sorely lacking of such basic essentials as awell-de�ned terminology. In stark contrast to Mo�at's attitude cited above, thecomplex holistic architecture designed by Aaron Sloman (\Personality belongsto a whole agent") lays claim to be a comprehensive model of cognition, at whichthe realization of exemplary instances proves to be rather di�cult because of theassumed very exible components (e.g. the open set of representation formalismsand associated virtual machines operating on them, or the complex mechanismsof meta-control) and the necessarily rich content that has to be covered. Theinterpretation of emotion as an emergent phenomenon of breakdown followingfrom the limitation of the available resources is just another proposition thatwill doubtlessly spark many further discussions, such as the ones that tookplace during the workshop and which are partly reproduced in this volume asappendix to Aaron Sloman's contribution.7
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